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Abstract. For each positive integer  , the Lucas-sum graph    on vertices         is 

defined by two vertices forming an edge if and only if they sum two Lucas number. In this 

paper, Lucas-sum graph was defined and some properties of this graph were examined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

 

For each    ,        structure is defined as a graph with the vertex set  

            and the edge set             . In any        graph, for       if      

then,   and   vertices are called as adjacent vertices and indicated by     . In graph theory, the 

number of edges that are incident to i-vertex is called the degree of i-vertex and denoted by 

     [1-3]. 

In a graph, the sequence                 is called as a walk. If all the vertices and 

edges of a walk are distinct, then this walk called as a path. Moreover, a graph path between 

two vertices of a graph that visits each vertex exactly once is called as a Hamiltonian path  

[1-3].  

In [4], Fibonacci-sum graph was defined and was examined its properties. The 

definition of Fibonacci-sum graph is as follows: 

For each    , the graph          is defined as Fibonacci-sum graph with the 

vertex set                 and the edge set                      is a Fibonacci 

number}. 

Inspired by this, we defined the Lucas-sum graph and investigated some properties. 

Lucas sequence is defined as by the recurrence relation              with initial 

values      and      and has the following fundamental properties [5-7]: 

 

 Binet Formula: Let     
    

 
  and     

    

 
 , so that α and β are both roots of the 

equation       . Then,          , for all      
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2. THE PROPERTIES OF LUCAS-SUM GRAPH 

 

 

Definition 2.1. For each    , the graph          is defined as Lucas-sum graph with 

the vertex set                 and the edge set                      is a Lucas 

number}.  

 

Example 2.2. A Lucas-sum graph for     is as follows 
 

 
 

Theorem 2.3. For any integer     , the subgraph of    , formed by the vertices whose sum 

is in              } is a Hamiltonian path. 

 

Proof: Let    be a subgraph of     whose sum is in               . We claim that    is a 

path. We will show that    is a Hamiltonian path. To see this, we will show that two vertices 

of     have degree 1 in   ( endpoints) and the others have degree 2. 

 We will show that each vertex lies on at most two edges having sums in 

               to see that each vertex of      have degree at most 2 in   . By the definition 

of Lucas-sum graph, no vertex in              lies on an edge having sum      and no 

vertex in             lies on an edge having sum     . Contrary, each vertex smaller than 

     lies on an edge having sum     , except for the vertex        when      is even. 

Similarly, each vertex smaller than    lies on an edge having sum   , except for the vertex 

     when    is even. Lastly, each vertex in             lies on an edge having sum     , 

except for the vertex        when      is even. Hence, each vertex of     has degree at least 

2 in   , except possibly for   ,       ,      and       . Because of the definition of Lucas-

sum graph there is no cycle in   . The vertex    must have degree 1, and the vertices       
 ,      and        have degree 1 precisly when      ,    and     , respectively, are even. 

Since exactly one of     ,    and      is even,    has exactly two vertices of degree 1. 

 

Result 2.4. For      in     graph,    is adjacent to only     . 

 

Proof: The result can be easily seen by the recurrence relation of Lucas sequence. 

 

Theorem 2.5. Let     and          . In   , the vertex   is adjacent to only 

 

 
                                               

    
 

 

                            
    
 

  

  

 

Proof: Let         be adjacent to  ; in other words, let   be so that       . Since 
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and 

 

                              
 

it follows that            .  

When   
    

 
  ,             , we get         . So      . Thus 

         is the only possible solution. When   
    

 
 , the possible solution is also 

      . 

 

Lemma 2.6. Let     and          . Then in   , the vertex    is adjacent to only 

    . 

 

Proof: If     , then by the previous result it is true. Suppose that          . In   , let 

any vertex   satisfy       . Then, since 

 

                                  
 

we can see that      is not a Lucas number, and so   is not adjacent to   . Thus in   ,    

has only one neighbour which is smaller than   , namely     . 

 

Theorem 2.7. Let     and let        . Let     satisfy           and     

satisfy            . Then the degree of   in    is 

 

     
                                            

 

 
    

                                              

  

 

Proof: For each        , since                , if     is a Lucas number, 

then     and                . Hence, 

 

                              
                                                                  

 
and so      

       .  

Assume that    is a Lucas number. Then we get              , so either 

        or        . If         then                    . This implies 

that        , and this is a contradiction since there is no Lucas number which satisfy this 

equality. So, we hold that        . Then                  , and so      . 

Thus one value for   in (2) is lost and so      
 
 

 
           . 

 In other cases,    is not a Lucas number, by (2)      
         

 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

 

In this paper we have defined Lucas-sum graph using Lucas sequence. Also we have 

obtained some properties of these graphs. In future studies, new graphs can be defined and 

their properties can be examined using different recurrence sequences. 
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